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Lao Tzu is the founder of the Taoist school of Chinese philosophy. His Tao Te 
Ching is honored as ―the King of Jing (万经之王 )‖ and is one of the earliest 
philosophical books in China. Tao Te Ching is such an age-old book, from the pre-
Qin period to modern China, that countless commentaries of Tao Te Ching have been 
published. And as for the original text, there are three versions of Tao Te Ching, 
namely the Vulgate, Mawangdui (a mausoleum of the Han Dynasty) Silk Manuscripts, 
and Guodian Bamboo Slips from the Chu State in the Warring States Period. 
Therefore, to interpret Tao Te Ching becomes a great challenge. Even so, Tao Te 
Ching became the ancient Chinese classic with the most translation versions, only 
second to the Bible. However, due to the variety of Tao Te Ching commentaries and 
its original text, the quality of different versions of Tao Te Ching translation varies a 
lot, especially in understanding the original text and expressing text implications. In 
fact, interpreting ancient Chinese classics like Tao Te Ching in modern Chinese is 
intra-lingual translation and translating these classics into foreign languages is inter-
lingual translation. These two periods of translation are unavoidable in most cases, it 
is rarely seen that someone can directly translate ancient Chinese into foreign 
languages.  
While evaluating translation, the most basic standards are ―faithfulness‖, 
―expressiveness‖ and ―elegance‖, and for works focusing more on ideas than on the 
form, e.g., Tao Te Ching, ―faithfulness‖ should be the primary standard. What 
determines the ―faithfulness‖ of a translation is the translator‘s understanding of the 
original text, and to evaluate the quality of such understanding we should use Xungu. 
Xungu is almost the only method to interpret or understand ancient Chinese classics, 
whether it is explaining words, sentences or chapters, or analyzing writing skills and 
styles, which are all included in Xungu.  
Therefore, while comparing and analyzing the faithfulness of three Tao Te Ching 
translations respectively made by Arthur Waley, Lin Yutang and Xu Yuanchong, this 
thesis adopts the methods and perspective of Xungu. By referring to commentaries 
like the versions of Wang Bi and Chen Guying, specialized dictionaries for ancient 
Chinese characters, and to the notes made by translators themselves, this thesis 















adopts case studies as its research form to compare and analyze controversial parts in 
the three versions. This research is done in two dimensions including word and text. 
The word dimension is divided into two parts, namely case studies of phonetic-
interpretation and of semantic-interpretation; and the text dimension is divided into 
four parts, namely case studies of sentence-pausing, grammar, cultural and historical 
terms and chapter theme. Since the form of this research is case studies, it cannot 
include all the controversial parts into detailed analyses, but in the Appendix, all the 
controversial parts in terms of faithfulness from Chapters 1 to 81 are listed in a table 
for reference.  
After a systemic comparative research, this thesis concludes that the translation 
version by Lin Yutang is the best one from the respect of faithfulness, and he has also 
made many notes and commentaries to help readers continue further learning apart 
from accurately transmitting the ideas of Tao Te Ching; the translation version by 
Arthur Waley shows his strong will to introduce Chinese culture and philosophy to 
the West, and he has also made a lot of notes after translation, but with some mistakes 
in understanding, and sometimes even in the understanding of a whole chapter, e.g., 
Chapters 31 and 74; the translation of Xu Yuanchong is the neatest in form and is 
with poetic rhymes, maybe it is also because of such elegance of translation, Xu 
Yuanchong sometimes uses over-translation or omission, and when it comes to 
cultural and historical understanding, Xu Yuanchong does not do as well as Lin 
Yutang and Waley. 
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0.1 Research background 
Many westerners may hold the view that China does not have a philosophy, because 
they do not know much about Lao Tzu and his Tao Te Ching, or to be more specific, 
they fail to understand the ideas Lao Tzu expressed in such a great Chinese classic by 
only reading its translations, English translations in most cases. And unfaithfulness of 
translations to the original text should be the primary cause of such misunderstanding. 
We cannot blame translators too much for this, especially those who do not take 
Chinese as their mother language, because Tao Te Ching was such an old classic and 
it is even difficult to interpret it in modern Chinese, let alone in English. But we still 
can try to research and perfect the translation and call for more faithfulness so as to 
help readers in foreign cultures to better understand Tao Te Ching.  
It is commonly accepted that Tao Te Ching was written by Lao Tzu (or Lao Dan) 
in the Spring and Autumn Period (770 BC ~ 476 BC). But when it comes to the 
versions of the original text of Tao Te Ching, things become more controversial and 
complicated. Since Tao Te Ching is only a work of around 5000 words, it has been 
handed down not in the form of itself but in the form of different commentaries 
together with its original text. There are nearly 300 commentaries written by various 
scholars. And in these commentaries, the original texts of Tao Te Ching are 
sometimes different from each other. Although the difference is not so remarkable, it 
still shows the complex condition.  
Since the source text itself and its intra-lingual interpretations are so confusing, 
it‘s understandable that the English translations are not trustworthy enough. Therefore, 
misreading made by westerners is understandable. Apart from the view of ―No 
Philosophy in China‖, there are also misunderstandings like ―Policy of Keeping 
People Foolish‖ and ―Renouncing the Society‖ caused by unfaithful translations of 


















0.2 Research purposes 
Some scholars have discussed the ―faithfulness‖ of different Tao Te Ching 
translations, but almost every one of them chose Hermeneutics instead of Xungu as 
the study perspective. Hermeneutics originated from traditional Greek linguistics and 
was made into shape through interpretive work of the Bible in the late Middle Ages, 
then in the 18
th
 century, Schleiermacher, a theologian and philosopher in Germany, 
proposed a new definition of Hermeneutics from two aspects: the linguistic research 
on texts and psychological interpretation of texts, and this is the birth of modern 
Hermeneutics. Similarly, Xungu was developed from the interpretive work of various 
Chinese classics, like The Book of Songs (《诗经》), The Analects of Confucius 
(《论语》), Tao Te Ching, etc. The first work of Xungu in ancient China is Er Ya 
(《尔雅》) in the late Warring States Period (475 BC ~ 221 BC). And according to 
most scholars, the main content of Xungu is to make commentaries on ancient classics 
by interpreting and explaining the words, sentences and texts.  
―Both Hermeneutics and Xungu are subjects about interpreting and 
commenting on ancient classics, but the two have totally different academic fates. 
Hermeneutics, after centuries of development, shows a momentum to dominate 
various philosophical forums in the following centuries while Xungu has been 
staggering in an awkward academic situation since its flourishing age a thousand 
years ago (张俊芳 等, 1996:3) .‖ 
Modern Hermeneutics is no longer a subject limited to the language, but it is also 
applied in many other areas and rises to a higher level of methodology. Therefore, 
more scholars tend to choose Hermeneutics as the guideline in their research. But 
doesn‘t Xungu contain any methodology? ―The methodology of Xungu is implied in 
the process of interpreting ancient classics‖ (罗志芳, 2012:16). So actually, Xungu 
has its own methodology that is able to guide the research on ancient Chinese classics, 
including the ―faithfulness‖ of their translations. Compared with Hermeneutics, 
Xungu shares the same cultural root of Chinese classics, so it would be more 
appropriate to use Xungu to help to understand the original texts of ancient Chinese 
classics and on such basis to discuss the ―faithfulness‖ of their translations. 
















―Whether it is the preacher, the Sinologist, the Chinese with foreign nationality 
or domestic Chinese scholars that want to translate ancient Chinese classics, 
they have to master a considerable amount of Xungu knowledge. They should 
also refer to various commentaries made by different scholars in the field of 
Xungu and take the social background before the Qin Dynasty (221 BC ~ 207 
BC) into consideration, only like this, can they approach the exact meaning of 
original texts (金学勤, 2009:12).‖ 
And the same is true for the translation of Tao Te Ching. So this thesis intends to 
take Xungu as a study perspective to emphasize the understanding of Tao Te Ching‘s 
original text and advocate the translation concept of faithfulness, and to make a 
systematic summary and discussion of the controversial parts, whether it is at the level 
of words, sentences, paragraphs or texts, in the selected three versions of Tao Te 
Ching translations. And through such discussion, the thesis is to clarify and correct 
some long-standing misunderstandings of Lao Tzu‘s ideas. 
0.3 Research method – Xungu (Chinese Exegetics) 
―Xungu is a unique subject in China that studies the meaning of words and sentences 
in ancient Chinese books, and is also called ‗Exegetics for Ancient Chinese Classics‘, 
and it is a branch of ‗Xiaoxue (小学)‘ – China‘s philology. The interpretation of 
ancient Chinese books should start from explaining words and sentences, thus to 
approach the textual meaning‖ (罗志芳, 2012:16). Truly, Xungu is an old but to some 
extent new subject. It dates back to the time before the Qin Dynasty (221 BC ~ 207 
BC) and originates from the work of commenting on classics. The first book about 
Xungu is Er Ya (《尔雅》) and the first time that ―Xu (训)‖ and ―Gu (诂)‖ were 
brought together to foster a new word ―Xungu (训诂)‖ was when Mao Heng[1] wrote 
Gu, Xun and Zhuan of the Book of Songs (《诗故训传》) , a commentary on The 
Book of Songs. As for the name of this commentary, ―Gu (故)‖, ―Xun (训)‖ and 
―Zhuan (传)‖ are three methods to comment on and interpret ancient Chinese classics. 
After this, Xungu developed into a system of interpreting theories in the Han Dynasty 
(202 BC ~ AD 220). And in the Tang Dynasty (AD 681 ~ AD 907), a Confucian 
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authority named Kong Yingda
[2]
 proposed the concept of ―Xungu Xue (训诂学)‖, 
which means that Xungu became an independent subject. And the modern outlook of 
Xungu was built by Huang Kan
[3]
 who was a master of ancient Chinese civilization in 
the period of the Republic of China (1912 ~ 1949).  
Xungu not only deals with words, it also explains sentences and texts at large, so 
apart from the three methods above, other methods like Dialect-interpretation (方言训
诂 ), Collation ( 校 勘 训 诂 ), Grammar-interpretation ( 语 法 训 诂 ), Rhetoric-
interpretation (修辞训诂), Institutions-interpretation (典章制度训诂) and the like can 
also be considered as organic components of methods of Xungu.  
                                                   
[2]
 Kong Yingda (孔颖达, (AD 574 ~ AD 648), descendent of Confucius, a famous scholar in 
interpreting ancient Chinese classics. 
[3]













Chapter 1 Literature Review 
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Chapter 1 Literature Review 
1.1 Studies at home 
Generally speaking, studies of translation versions can always be divided into three 
major aspects: translators, the act or process of translation and the translation result. 
With this guideline and after careful reading and summarizing, this thesis categorizes 
domestic studies of Tao Te Ching‘s English translations into more specific 
dimensions as follows. 
1.1.1 Comparison of different versions or analysis of a particular version 
While analyzing Tao Te Ching translation versions, scholars prefer to take the 
translation of particular words or transmission of cultural images as their focus, and 
compare various versions of translation from such perspectives as Hermeneutics, 
Memetics, Eco-translatology and Reception esthetics, to draw conclusions about the 
faithfulness, expressiveness and elegance of different translation versions. 
Zhou Min and Zhou Jixu (周岷 等, 2010:152-154) made a depictive comparison 
of four different versions of Tao Te Ching translation, respectively translated by 
Arthur Waley, Victor H. Mar, Lin Yutang and D.C Lau. Through analyzing their 
translations of Chapter 1, e.g., the translation of ―常‖, ―徼‖ and the sentence pause of 
―无名天地之始，有名万物之母‖, they conclude that the translation of Tao Te Ching 
is different from that of poems or novels, it should always place faithfulness and 
smoothness in the first place to accurately transmit the ideas of the original text, so the 
beauty in form is not that important in this case. Wu Haiyan (吴海燕, 2013:145-147) 
analyzes Lin Yutang‘s version of Tao Te Ching translation from the perspective of 
Hermeneutics and compares it with the versions of James Legge and Arthur Waley. 
The author focuses on the interpretation of philosophical terms like ―雌‖ and ―雄‖, 
―阴‖ and ―阳‖, ―夷‖, ―希‖ and ―微‖, and holds the view that Lin Yutang‘s version 
basically corresponds to the principle of ―faithfulness, smoothness and beauty‖ and 
successfully transmits the cultural image in Tao Te Ching to readers in foreign 
cultures while the versions of Legge and Waley are not that good from this 
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